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WORKING up a timber right from a tree in the for-
est has always been a fascination and a delight for
me. Throughout my career, whenever the situation
availed itself, there I was, squaring up a log with a

broadaxe right where the tree was felled. Many of my clients had
woodlots that could provide timbers for their house or barn. Often
the longest ones (the plates and ties) or the specially shaped ones
(curved and crotched) were procured on site. It gave pleasure to
both the clients and me. But the vast majority of the timbers for
my clients were purchased from a local sawmill and I was not
involved in their selection, felling and preparation. I merely placed
an order and waited for the timbers to arrive, as is the practice of
most framers. Though occasionally I knew where the timbers were
being cut, I was always left wanting to be more involved in the
process.

When I purchased my own 8-acre wooded building lot in 1980,
I had the raw materials for my own dwelling as well as a supply of
specialty timbers for my clients. I was in the woods more often,
selecting, felling and hewing. I also purchased an Alaskan-type
portable chainsaw mill for sawing out timbers and boards (the
portable band-saw mills were uncommon then). Still, I ordered
most of the timber for my jobs from the local sawmills. Again, I
was left wanting!

The idea that a timber frame builder could (or should) have his
own supply of timber was introduced to me by Anthony Hicks of
Britain. When he told me that he owned or leased a total of 1000
acres of British oak for his own work, I was spurred into action.
Finally, in 1993, I was able to purchase a 60-acre woodlot across
the road from my property that was well stocked, fairly accessible
and suitable for my business. My new woodlot would be a work-
ing forest, an experiment in managing for sustained yield and an
education for me. After 11 years of stewardship, I now reflect upon
the lessons learned from that woodlot and offer them to others
who might be contemplating such a business investment.

Know your forest. You can’t be a responsible steward unless you
understand what you are managing. Pick up a field guide and start
learning to identify your trees, especially in the winter. Never cut a
tree unless you know what it is. My woodlot has 28 different kinds
of trees. Some are not native. The blue spruce, Scots pine, and
Douglas fir were planted as Christmas trees. Some species
(American elm, Northern red oak, and black birch) are represent-
ed by a single mature specimen. Had I not been able to identify
these individuals, I might have cut one by mistake, reducing the
diversity of my forest unknowingly. 

Which forest type is it? How old are the trees, and how old is
the forest? Is it stable or in transition? Every forest is different. One
that grew back from an old field will be far different from one that
was cut over periodically but never tilled. Because of the effects of
man, most of our eastern forests are in transition. If left alone, they
will, in a century or more, revert back to a climax forest. A climax
forest is one in which the mix of species in a forest remains rela-
tively stable—that is, the seedlings on the forest floor are the same
species as the mature trees. It is self-perpetuating. The forest found
by the colonists (old-growth, or virgin, or primeval forest) was for
the most part a climax forest (some areas were already under culti-
vation by native Americans). 

But, in truth, nothing in nature is ever truly static. Insects and
pathogens can destroy entire species and climate change can upset
the balance, so even a climax forest is in a slow transition. Today
there is global warming, expected to change the species growing in
our northern forests. Understanding all these influences should
guide your management decisions. 

On my woodlot, the forest types vary depending on such factors
as soil type, soil disturbance, solar aspect, ground water and eleva-
tion (the property drops 400 ft. vertically from one end to the
other). Along the field edges grow pioneer species such as white
and gray birch, pin cherry and aspen. In an area cleared 60 years
ago, there is an almost pure stand of Eastern white pines about 90
ft. tall. Much of the woodlot is typical northern hardwood forest,
sugar maple, American beech, yellow birch and a spattering of
Eastern hemlock. But there are lots of red maple, black cherry, and
white ash trees interspersed. There are also pockets of northern
softwoods such as red spruce and balsam fir. Diversity in a wood-
lot is a good thing, not only from the utilization standpoint, but
also for the stand’s resistance to loss from disease and insect infes-
tations and its ability to adapt to climate change. Diversity also
makes my regular forays into the forest for exercise and relaxation
more interesting.

Since my forest has a mix of species, it’s imperative that I use a
similar mix of species in my buildings to retain the diversity of the
stand. I also need to understand how different trees propagate. For
instance, white pine needs abundant sun and bare ground to grow.

Lessons of the Woodlot
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A small clear-cut must be created to propagate the species.
However, it would be a waste of time to create the clear-cut if there
isn’t a large pine nearby with mature cones ready to seed it.  

One would think a southern aspect preferable for growing tim-
ber. The opposite is true. North-facing slopes are best as the soil
retains more moisture through the summer, and moisture is the
single most important factor in a tree’s growth. The trees in my
mostly north-facing sloping woodlot have grown measurably in
these past 11 years. I occasionally measure the leader on the top of
a pine after I fell it. (The leader or candle is the slender stem above
the last whorl of branches that indicates the season’s height
growth.) On 80-ft. trees, I have measured leaders over 30 in. Now
that’s growth!

Of all the trees that I have, the Eastern white pine would reign
supreme in most respects. It grows fast, straight and tall, head and
shoulders above the rest, works easily, the heartwood has moderate
rot resistance and the timber shrinks relatively little (its radial
shrinkage is the lowest of any US commercial species). It can be
(and traditionally was) used for almost everything made of wood.
It isn’t always my favorite though. Depending on my mood and
what I’m building, all the varieties have their advantages.

Design for your forest. In Europe, the frames of old timber build-
ings were shaped by the forest. Their configuration made the best
use of the available resource. Many of the misshapen trees ended
up as crooked timbers. There were curved, elbowed, flared and

Jonsered 600+ mini-sawmill com-
bines large engine with narrow-
kerf  bar and ripping chain, takes
about 45 minutes to set up and
serves well for small operations.
Lengths up to 17 ft. can be cut on
the tracks supplied, longer lengths
by installing more track (author’s
rig cuts 37 ft.). For large jobs, a
portable bandmill is preferable.

Felling a tree and squaring it
right in the forest provides a mea-
sure of personal satisfaction that’s
hard to exceed. 
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A 200-year-old sugar maple from the forest’s pasture days takes con-
siderable growing space but is spared for its aesthetic and ecological
value. A myriad of creatures call it home.

This 109-ft. white pine snapped off in a storm. Even without the 6 ft.
lost at the top, the tree yielded 825 bd. ft. of inch boards. Broken tops
invite rot and will in time render a tree useless except for wildlife.

This 18-ft. beech double crotch was hewn to 7 in. thick and the edges left round. Having your own woodlot gives you the freedom to select trees
personally to frame special effects, as in the weekend cabin at right above. 
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tem—or the whole clump can be cut. Remember that coppice
trunks leaning more than about 10 degrees off vertical will contain
reaction wood and thus are likely to bow when sawn.

Whenever a violent storm passes through my woodlot, I can’t
wait to get out there to check on the damage. Uprooted trees and
those with snapped-off tops are truly windfalls. I view them as gifts
from nature. They should be harvested before decay enters the
wounds or the wood becomes infested with borers. Those windfalls
of poor quality or in inaccessible locations can be left for wildlife.
In my woodlot, I expect a dozen or so good-sized trees to succumb
to storms each year.

When following these guidelines, you will still occasionally be
cutting some high-quality material. Use it where it can be appreci-
ated: a chamfered summer beam over the living room, a carved
door head or mantle—or even some book-matched boards. Don’t
assume a log has to become a timber. 

Plan the operation. Establish a processing area with good vehicle
access on the edge of the woods, a generous area to accommodate
the portable sawmill, the log pile and a firewood-cutting area. Plan
it so the logs coming out of the woods are easily rolled onto the
sawing bunks. Allow areas for storage of sawdust, slabs and stick-
ered lumber piles. Marketing these byproducts helps offset the log-
ging costs. 

Many woodlots already have a trail system established to work
the stand. If not, some careful thought must be given to planning
out skid trails. It’s best to stay well away from wet areas but, if a
crossing is required, install a culvert. Trails should follow ground
contours to minimize gradients and prevent erosion. You can phase
the roadwork to spread out the expense, but work out the master
plan first. Trails can be 200 to 400 ft. apart depending on the ter-
rain. Because you will be dragging some long logs too, it’s best if
the trails meet each other at 45 degrees or less to minimize corner-
ing problems. When laying out skid roads and trails, there is a nat-
ural tendency to pick a route right by all your best trees. Why?
These larger, mature trees, free of branches, often are surrounded
by more open space. Cutting a trail is much easier there. Resist the

even the occasional crotched timber. It is precisely full utilization
of varied trees that makes those old frames so appealing today.
Here in the New World, the colonists were able to select the
straightest specimens of the preferred species and burn the rest as
they cleared vast areas for farming. After a couple of generations,
the design of frames had adapted to the virgin timber available
here. Scarfing of the longest members wasn’t necessary—timbers as
long as 60 ft. could be used. Long straight timber was the norm.
Now it is a luxury we can no longer afford. We must again allow
our frames to be shaped by the forest.

Soon after purchasing my woodlot, I strode among my trees
with a project cutting list in hand. I began selecting and felling
trees and checking off the list as I went along. As each de-limbed
tree lay prostrate, I carefully decided how I would buck it (cut it
up) into log lengths to best advantage. As I checked off pieces on
the list, I began to notice that the trees were yielding many more
short logs (8-10 ft.) than I needed. In fact, by the time I was fin-
ished, I had a dozen or so extra short logs. There were others of
varying diameters and lengths that also didn’t fit the list. It was
apparent to me that, as a designer, I should rethink my frame
designs to better utilize my trees. In other cultures where timber
framing remains an active tradition, buildings make use of multi-
ple sizes and types of members, from large, straight timbers to
crooked ones to small wattles and battens. It’s just good economics.

I also noticed that there were occasionally some rather high-
quality and large-diameter logs shorter than 8 ft. Commercial
sawlogs are 8 ft. and longer. Shorter logs don’t stack well on the log
truck or process well through most sawmills, so they are typically
left in the forest. I found them perfect for sawing out stock for
braces, trimmers around stair and chimney openings and purlin
posts and struts in roof framing. Logs 5 to 7 ft. can be easily
accommodated on a portable sawmill. 

Tall, straight white pines are reserved for the longer plates,
purlin plates and tie beams. In my forays, I make a mental note of
the locations of these arrow-straight pines for future projects. I
never cut a tree that will produce a 40-ft. timber when I only need
a 30-footer.

Manage for quality. It’s a natural tendency to high-grade a wood-
lot—that is, always to take the best of the standing timber. As the
best-quality logs command the highest prices, the practice is far too
common in the timber industry. Continually removing the best-
quality and healthiest specimens drastically reduces the overall
value of the forest. One is left with genetically inferior growing
stock. 

A much better approach is one that will improve the quality of
the forest. Select trees from crowded areas that need thinning. The
remaining trees will benefit from the added growing space. Pick
trees that appear to be dying, trees with missing tops, scarred trees
and coppice trees. Most poorly formed trees still have some usable
lengths. Occasionally, when sawing such logs, hidden defects
appear that render a log unusable. More often, though, I find the
sawn timber of better quality than I expected.

And of course, use those crooked trees! Design them into your
projects. Curved braces, arched collars, crucks and cranked tie
beams all add character to a building. If you don’t have an imme-
diate use, set them aside for future projects. Use the weird stuff; it’s
beautiful!

Coppice trees, multi-trunked trees that sprout from cut stumps,
yield surprisingly good timbers. Because they are in close proximi-
ty, the faces of the inner trunks of the clump are often devoid of
branches and subsequently yield more clear stock. Coppice trees
that have reached a useful size, say 6-in. dia., can be thinned to one
or two of the best trunks and left to put on more size—which they
do very quickly because of their proportionally larger root sys-

The sawing site should accommodate the logs, the mill and a firewood
operation as well as a sawdust pile, slabs and stickered lumber.
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temptation; pick a route through poorer quality trees. Stay 16-20
ft. away from the trunks of mature trees. Disturbing the ground
damages roots and can make them vulnerable to rot, which can
work its way up into the trunk. 

If there are steep areas, wetlands, rare habitats, or especially pris-
tine areas in your forest, it’s prudent to leave them alone. The com-
mercial value of timber standing in the woods, as distinct from the
value of sawlogs delivered to the mill or the even greater value of
finished materials at the lumberyard, is so ridiculously low that
many landowners opt for a hands-off policy for part or even all of
their woodland. Aesthetic worth can surpass material worth. How
much is a standing tree worth commercially? Take for example a
white pine, 12-in. diameter at breast height (4 ft. 6 in.). It might
scale at about 80 board feet. The median price in fall of 2004 for
standing pine here in western Massachusetts was $75 per 1000
board feet (7% cents a bd. ft.). That makes the tree worth $6 on
the stump, a pittance for its 50-plus years of growth. The same
diameter tree in beech, likely 75 years old, would fetch $2. On the
other hand, if the tree were a rare, veneer-quality red oak, black
cherry or sugar maple, it would be worth a whopping $56 on the
stump. (It is thus clear that we add the value, at least the monetary
value, to the tree by felling, bucking and transporting it and then
sawing, planing and transporting it again as finished lumber.) In
the face of such a trivial incentive, one can easily understand the
reluctance of a landowner to log sensitive, inaccessible or scenic
areas.  

Winter Logging. The ideal time to cut is in winter with the ground
frozen and some snow cover. The forest sustains less damage
because it is dormant. The ferns, wildflowers and mosses are unaf-
fected. Wet ground is frozen and hard. Bark is tighter to standing
trees and less likely to be skinned off when a log bumps it. Logs are
easier to skid and will be cleaner for the sawyer’s saw blade. The
animal population also suffers less. The few birds that winter over
are not nesting, except for owls. Winter cutting also gives the sawn
timbers a chance to dry out before warmer weather arrives, and
with it the sap stain fungi that particularly infect white pine.

How will your logs be brought out of the woods? In my wood-

lot, I’ve used oxen, horses, four different tractors and a ’dozer, all
having some advantage. Oxen are slow but steady and are adept in
deep snow, tight places, thick stands and wet areas. If there are few
trails in your woodlot, oxen may be the best choice. Horses are
faster than oxen but work best on trails. Even in non-winter log-
ging, animal feet do very little damage. But, since the logs are not
lifted off the ground, there is damage to the ground and embedded
dirt on the logs. However, for most operations, I don’t think it
makes economic sense to keep animals. It’s best to hire a teamster.

Most of my work I now do by tractor. I have a four-wheel drive,
30-horsepower tractor with a logging winch mounted on the three-
point hitch. It’s small enough to be maneuverable yet big enough
to pull out any of my logs. If I can get to within 100 ft. or so of
the log, I can winch it out. I always cut my logs to length where
they lie rather than skid out tree lengths and buck them at the
landing. Snaking out 60-ft.-plus trunks can do a lot of damage to
the residual stand.

How much woodlot? How large a woodlot do you need for your
business? I have read that the average eastern forest can produce
400 bd. ft. of commercial timber per acre, per year, indefinitely.
That doesn’t include firewood and timber volume from natural
mortality. The actual biomass production would be quite a bit
higher. I have found that cutting timbers produces the greatest
board foot volume per tree. Evidently there is less wood lost to saw
kerfs than with boards and, if there is some wane on your timbers,
part of your board foot volume is air. Finally, by making use of
crooked parts and small-diameter wood, you could likely double
the average annual harvest. 

Since tree growth depends on such factors as water, soil, solar
aspect and, of course, species, how much a certain stand will pro-
duce each year would need to be determined by observation of the
conditions and careful measurement of the existing inventory. A
local consulting forester could help with this work. About 50 acres
of my woodlot is in timber production. If I can harvest, say, 600
bd. ft. per acre per year, then I can cut 30,000 bd. ft. annually
without depleting the stand. In past years, I did come close to that
number twice—and still half the acreage is untouched!

Animals can play an impor-
tant role in small-forest man-
agement. Oxen are adept off-
trail and in tight or wet
spots. Teams can be hooked
in tandem for heavy pulls.
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the removal of thousands of board feet of timber over the years.
And, land (forested or not) is always a good investment.

The intangibles. Apart from the business advantages of the wood-
lot, there are other satisfying rewards. The woodlot is a laboratory
to study the effects of your management and to test out your the-
ories. You might make some important discoveries. After all, you’re
experiencing the entire process, from making observations of for-
est change over time, to felling, skidding, sawing and working up
the finished product. It’s uncommon today for any individual to be
involved in more than one stage of the total process. 

The woodlot can also be the focus of children’s school projects,
from maple sugaring to finding birds’ nests. The trails can be used
for hiking and cross-country skiing. And the woodlot is a great
place to get away from phones, faxes, computers and other annoy-
ances, and just collect your thoughts.    —JACK A. SOBON

Economics. I’d like to say that you will increase profits by supply-
ing your own timber, but I won’t. A selective cutting approach that
balances economics with ecology is likely to take longer and cost
more. But having your own woodlot can be a definite advantage.
First, each job will provide more work for your crew and thus more
dollars per job. You will do about a third fewer jobs each year for
the same income. That means less job pricing, fewer contracts, less
travel and fewer clients. Second, you can get started the moment a
contract is signed. There will be no more stoppages waiting for
timber to arrive. Third, you can promote your operation as a sus-
tainable one. Clients can tour your forest and see the operation.
Some of my clients have visited my woodlot while oxen were
pulling out the logs for their house. It was a special day for them,
giving their house-building project some unique memories. It is
hard to put a value on that. Finally, if you do a decent management
job, your standing timber will increase in volume and value despite

A single horse like the
Belgian shown here can
pull out moderately large
logs. Horses work best on
trails.

A 30-horsepower 4-wheel drive
tractor with logging winch is quite
maneuverable off-trail and can
pull logs over a ton in weight.




